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La Manga Club SL are investing in

refurbishing their gyms
By Pedro Lopez, Spa Director

The Pro-Am
returns for the
third time
The popular La Manga Club International Pro-Am will
return for the third time on February 2016 (15 -17) and up
to 30 teams will contest a prize fund of €20,000.

The 2015 Pro-Am was won by the PGA of Great Britain &
La Manga Club SL begin a new stage to modernize the

Ireland’s Darren Bragg, after a final round three-under 70

resort facilities which will last for several months.

earned him his first PGA’s of Europe event win.

The first major investment has been to change the
equipment in both of the two fitness centres with the
latest technology. There is now also internet access,
better lighting and new spaces for functional training.

Powerlifting returns!
The gym at the Spa has renewed its image, and
increased its performance, thanks to an agreement
signed with Technogym, the official supplier of sports
equipment to the Olympic Games in Sydney, Athens,
Beijing, and many others. The machinery includes new
models for cardiovascular work and muscle group toning.
Some of the new features of the Technogym equipment
include screens with Internet access, television, radio
and games. These can entertain during training and also
let you compete with other users who are connected.
It’s also possible to keep a personal file and connect to
your social networks.

Fresh from the success of staging the 2015 Western
European Powerlfting Championships for the first time in
its prestigious history, Europe’s leading male and female
powerlifters will gather again at the Club, to compete in
the 2017 European Bench Press Championships.

The carpet has been removed and the floor renewed along
with improved lighting and Wi-Fi in every room.

offer of €1049 if doing so before the 15th of December.

2017, the event is set to feature around 380 competitors

• 4 nights accommodation at the Príncipe Felipe (14th –18th

from 24 different countries competing for titles in three

February 2015 inclusive) based on two people sharing.

main divisions – the Open category (for lifters aged 2439); the Junior section (entries aged 18 to 23); and the
Masters category (participants aged 40 to 80-plus).

• Daily buffet breakfast
• 3 rounds of golf with their pro, (2 rounds on the South,
1round on the North. 15th, 16th & 17th February)

The championship will be the second top powerlifting

• 1 official practice round on the South. (14th February)

long-term deals with the EPF and International

• Practice balls

Powerlifting Federation (IPF) to stage all their major

• Welcome reception (14th February)

competitions and tournaments until 2018 earlier this year.

• Light lunch on 4 tournament days

Under the terms of the agreement, as well as hosting all

• Gala dinner & prize-giving ceremony (17th February)

major championships, the EPF and IPF will establish a

• Professional prize fund of €30,000 (based on 30

extensive facilities at La Manga Club’s spa for its
athletes to improve their skills and physiques.
Competitors from across Europe including athletes from
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands,

Access to the Fitness Centre at Spa La Manga Club is

Luxembourg, Italy, Norway, Great Britain and the host

free to all guests staying at the Príncipe Felipe hotel and

nation gathered at La Manga Club in September) to take

Las Lomas Village apartments. Besides the gym, the spa

part in the 2015 Western European Powerlifting

has an indoor pool, saunas, steam rooms and more than

Championship.

a dozen treatment rooms.

However, golfers can take advantage of an early booking
The price includes the following -

high performance powerlifting centre and have use of the
been redesigned to create new areas for functional training.

amateurs are available priced from €1099 per amateur.

Taking place in two years’ time from October 11-15,

event to be held at La Manga Club after the resort signed

In addition to the new machinery, the space in the gym has

Pro-Am packages for teams of one professional and three

The action centred on the growing sport’s three main

The second gym at the resort can be found at the Tennis

disciplines - the squat, the bench press and the deadlift.

Centre. This has also been renovated and has new

With 18 championship records being set in the male

equipment to complement the existing machines along

competition, and Belgium’s Orham Bilican establishing a

with a brand new floor. These initiatives are the

new world record by bench-pressing a massive 333.5kg.

beginning of a new era, in which La Manga Club is

Belgium was the most successful male country while

committed to modernizing its facilities for the future.

Italy won the most medals in the female categories.

teams entering)
For more information and to download the entry form visit
- http://eur.pe/2016LaMangaClub

La Manga Club gets into Golf World’s prestigous

Top 100 golf courses

Focus of attention
when you’re putting
Adam Young, Leadbetter Academy
Were you aware that the simple act of having your
attention in a different place, can have a dramatic effect

By Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf

on your performance?
What do you think about when putting? If you’re like most
people, you will have an internal focus of attention. What
does this mean? Internal means you will be thinking of

La Manga Club remains as big as ever for golfers, and
our famous venue has just won new acclaim after being
named in Golf World’s benchmark ‘Top 100 Courses in
Continental Europe 2015/16’ rankings.
However it may not be the course you expected!
Following another notable 12 months which has included

We’re making
LMC even more
secure for you

the opening of the Leadbetter Golf Academy – the only

Ian Hunt, VP Security

one of its kind in Spain – we are celebrating further

things relating to how your body is moving, such as trying
to keep your head still.
While this may be something you need to work on in the
long term, it may have a detrimental effect on your putting
in the short term. By placing our focus or attention on the
body movement, we disconnect our mind from the target.
This disconnection means that our brain can no longer
create a harmonious relationship with the starting line and

success after the West Course made it in as a new entry,

We have ended our long term association with Eulen

the speed – a necessary combination for good putting. As

at number 93 in the prestigious biennial list.

and appointed Grupo Segura as our new face of security.

a result, you may get the head movement you desired (or

The newest of our three 18-hole layouts, the 6,347-yard,

This will begin in January, and as always happens in

par-72 West Course was created by Dave Thomas and

Spain, the security guards that are currently employed

What is a better thought?

opened in 1996.

will stay on with the new company. This way they will

Most of the science is conclusive on this – an external

The tree-lined design provides the ideal contrast to its older

know the resort and won’t have to orientate themselves.

thought process is better. For putting, this means a

siblings at the resort – the South and North.

During December you will start to see the new vehicles

Chris Bertram, the Top 100 editor, said ‘That La Manga

arrive and that will include a new Fire engine! The guards

Club has an entry is not a great surprise, as it’s one of the

will have smart new blue uniforms and many new

best-known resorts in Europe. It’s that the West will

initiatives will be introduced.

lack of), but at what cost?

heightened awareness of the target.
Indeed, people trained to putt whilst looking at the hole,
performed better than those that looked at the ball.

Drill

likely raise an eyebrow. Even some golfers who have

One of my favourite putting drills is to look at the hole as

been to La Manga Club might not have played here, for

I’m putting. Next time you are on the green, try it yourself.

it’s tucked away from the main complex, but if you are

Set up to the ball, look at the hole and then putt while your

heading for this Murcia resort, don’t miss it.

eyes are still looking at the hole.

Although it’s tight and exacting, it is a refreshingly

When you have mastered this drill, it’s your choice, either

different experience’.

you can use it on the course, or transition to the next part.
The transition would be to • Make your practice swings with your eyes on the hole
• Set up to the ball

Respected Golf Channel commentator Dougie Donnelly, a
regular visitor to La Manga Club, said ‘There surely can’t
be many resorts anywhere in the world that offer better
facilities and three more varied tests of golf.
My favourite, though, is Dave Thomas’ West, which is a
joy from start to finish.

We also won a
Tennis award!

• Take one last long look at the target

The Tennis resorts online awards, named us in the ‘Best

line/speed blend.

75 tennis resorts in the world’ This award comes from a
online survey, to readers who have been to those

sixth, and then only two or three times after that. Finally
you climb to the 18th, one of my favourite tee shots
anywhere in the world. It’s a stunning finish to a course

All of the above should help you get your mind out of your
body, and back into the target, that way your brain can
make use of the external information, and create a nice

Adam Young is author of ‘The Practice Manual – The
Ultimate Guide for Golfers’. You can learn more about the

resorts. As avid tennis players and experienced

book by clicking this link.

travellers, they have high expectations when going on

http://www.adamyounggolf.com/book

their holidays. They were asked to evaluate more than
20 different aspects of a tennis holiday. Many thousands
of tennis players from across the world were asked,

It’s a strategic test where you won’t hit driver until the

• Bring your eyes back and then putt

paying particular attention to elements crucial to them,
such as the quality of teaching staff, instruction and the
overall experience.

which is a real test, but also great fun to play’.

However, a tennis holiday is rarely about tennis alone,

Finally, please remember that when you are driving back

the questionnaire also sought opinions on other criteria

from your round of golf, to do so on the cart paths.

such as accommodation, cuisine, children’s programs,

Otherwise it will cause unnecessary wear.

spa or fitness centres and of course value for money.

Wealth tax is to continue

For another year
By Gerald Turner, Partner Blevins Franks

Be vigilant, be
very careful, but
don’t live in fear
On 7th July 2005, Jo and I travelled from Brighton to
London to visit the Tate Modern for the Frida Kahlo
exhibition prior to a meeting in the City. Travel was
disrupted for no apparent reason. We reached our first

Blevins Franks are one of the main sponsors of our

€10,695,996. The Autonomous Communities can opt to

destination by changing trains and after a morning's

Owners Championships, Gerald has kindly given us the

vary these rates, and Murcia is one of the regions that

viewing of art set out for the City. There were no buses

heads up on wealth tax in Murcia, something that may

does. Its rates are higher than the state rates for each

or taxis and it had started to rain. But we walked

interest many of you.

band, and the top rate here is 3%, compared with the

through very quiet streets to our venue in the City of

Spanish wealth tax was effectively abolished in 2008
when the government approved a measure to apply a
100% tax credit against an individual’s wealth tax
liability. However, it was reinstated in 2011, as part of
their austerity measures.
At the time the intention was to apply it for two years,
unfortunately though, it keeps getting extended.

state’s 2.5%.

London, a couple of times passing under tape stretched

The tax is payable on the value of most of your assets,

across the road. We arrived to be informed, for the first

such as real estate, savings and investments, jewellery,

time, of the horrors that parts of London had

art, cars, and boats etc.

experienced five hours before.

Some assets are exempt from wealth tax, such as

On Thursday 12th November I had a Skype meeting

household contents (but excluding jewels, fur coats,

with the Project Manager of the General Community

vehicles, boats, art and antiques) pension rights (but not

Database development. He told me that he was just

purchased annuities) owner managed small businesses

about to leave for Paris with his daughter to visit a

and business assets (with conditions). Certain

photographic exhibition. On the Saturday morning, I

shareholdings are exempt where you carry out

remembered that someone I knew was in Paris that

managerial duties and derive a salary.

Friday night. On the following Monday he wrote to tell

Loans are deductible in calculating your net taxable

me that they only became aware of the atrocities

wealth provided they were not used to buy or invest in

through social media and friends inquiring for his

assets exempt from Spanish wealth tax.

daughter's safety. They were on the other side of town.

Limiting wealth tax

People have been raising the question of security in La

the 2016 draft budget in August, he described it as

Your cumulative wealth and income taxes cannot exceed

Manga Club after the Paris massacres and the atrocity

60% of the ‘general and savings taxable income bases’

earlier in the year in Tunisia at a holiday hotel. Spain

‘rigorous and consistent’.

of residents (but excluding from savings income, any

has not raised the security level despite the weekend's

As part of the proposals, the Government agreed to

gains on assets held for more than one year, and the

events. The Security forces are always on the alert and

extend wealth tax to 2016, in order to help sustain the

associated tax rates). This is subject to paying a

will advise the Guardia Civil and Policia Nacional

consolidation of public finances.

minimum of 20% of the full wealth tax liability.

should the level need to be raised. They are

When Revenue Minister, Cristóbal Montoro announced

It was the first time that the Government announced the
budget so early, but this is a general election year in
Spain, (December 2015). So this probably explains it!

This liability cannot be reduced at all on assets that do
not produce an income, such as your home and other
property that is not let out.

The budget has gone through the normal parliamentary
procedures. After being approved by the Senate, it was
then approved by Congress in October, after including
some amendments with the government political party’s

from ETA.
Should they feel that the country is under further

There may be other steps you can take to reduce a

threat, Eulen or Grupo Segur will be made aware and

wealth tax liability, or eliminate it completely,

will carry out whatever checks they are requested to

particularly on your investment assets.

votes. All this, despite the European Commission

If wealth tax, or other Spanish taxes, are a concern for

warning about the deficit target.

you, please contact us. We can establish if you can
lower your wealth tax liability and mitigate higher taxes

Wealth tax rules

experienced. For many years they were under threat

do. Ian Hunt, our Vice President with responsibility for
Security, and Pascual Sanchez, our Operations
Manager, will be closely involved.
My stories of London and Paris are told so that you

on your savings and investments.

understand that the risks to individuals are extremely

It’s an annual tax, payable on the total value of your

Any statements concerning taxation are based upon our

low, especially here in La Manga Club. We all have our

taxable assets as at 31st December.

understanding of current taxation laws and practices

stories whether they be of 9/11, Atocha Railway

If you are resident in Spain you are liable to the tax on

which are subject to change. Tax information has been

Station, 7/7 or Paris on Friday evening. But we are

your worldwide assets, if you are a non-resident, then

summarised, an individual is advised to seek

unscathed and continue our daily lives.

only on your Spanish assets.

personalised advice. Feel free to call Gerald on

The risks here on the resort are no greater than for

Each resident individual has a tax free allowance of

965 705 502 or e-mail gerald.turner@blevinsfranks.com

€700,000, plus a €300,000 allowance on his own

home. If a couple owns a property in joint names, each
gets the €300,000 allowance.

Non-residents receive the individual allowance of

€700,000, but no allowance against their Spanish property.
The state progressive tax rates range from 0.2% for
assets up to €167,129, to 2.5% on assets over

commuters going about their working day in London,
New York or any major city. In fact they are much less
because recent history tells us that terrorists like to
make big statements.
If we live in fear we die a slow death. Rather enjoy
what La Manga Club and life have to offer whilst still
being vigilant.
Robin Fish, President of the General Community

Did you know we have a restaurant at

La Quinta Club?
Les Polden, Chairman, La Quinta Club

Deep sea
fishing?
Could get
you hooked!

Exciting times lay ahead for La Quinta Club as we
approach our 30th anniversary in 2016.
La Quinta is a complex comprising 46 villas, a Pool Bar
and an all year round heated swimming pool. It also has
an indoor bar and restaurant called La Solana. We
realised that after 30 years, parts of La Quinta were
looking a little tired and needed some work. So we
This was caught in November

decided to redevelop it.
Phase One was carried out at the beginning of 2015
with the complete redesign of our Poolside Terrace,

Ever considered going on a fishing trip? Well we have a

which meant extending it. It now accommodates some

local company that are experts, having years of

65 covers.So room for everyone!

experience fishing in Murcia and the Alicante coast.
Although they are based in Horadada, they embark and

Finally, the
Fireworks!
David Williams, Owners Interests

drop off from Cabo de Palos.
Their boats are equipped with the latest technologies,
SONAR, RADAR, GPS, and VHF DSC to name but a few!
They have the best sea rescue equipment, and an all
risk insurance policy for passengers. Their objective is
to ensure you have a great time. You’ll never be
disappointed fishing with them, because they know

It was such a disappointment to have to cancel the

where the fish are! Their staff will help you and show

original fireworks party, scheduled for Halloween.

you techniques guaranteeing success. They do special

The Environment agency informed us at lunchtime on

offers for groups, up to a maximum of six.

the day of the event that forecast strong winds meant
they would not allow fireworks to be let off.
The disappointment was compounded at 8pm watching
the flags at the football ground almost becalmed in a
slight breeze. The gales that followed 12 hours later
seemed a paltry vindication of the decision - good to
La Solana restaurant is at the heart of the Club and had

know weather forecasting is inaccurate wherever you

been leased for 25 Years from Baraka. This expired at

are in the world!

the end of July 2015. Negotiations to purchase the
Freehold have been in progress since the end of 2014
and a mutually agreeable deal was struck earlier this
year. This was then approved by 87% of the La Quinta
Club membership at a special General Meeting in May

Undaunted, a new date was set. This time to coincide
with the beginning of the Owners Golf Championships
when we knew the club would be busy. And busy it was
- a full football stand witnessed another spectacular

Prices are tailored, depending on how many are going,
and how many hours you’d like to fish for Squid fishing (Autumn and Winter)
Trolling (Summer and Autumn)
Bait fishing (all year)

pyrotechnic display. The bonfire, glowsticks for the

Dentex fishing (all year)

youngsters (and oldsters come too think of it), music and

Red Sea Bream (almost all year)

the great food supplied by La Manga Club all

Grouper, Jigging, Dentex and Amberjack

Phase Two of the La Quinta redevelopment and upgrade

contributed towards a wonderful community evening.

Red Tuna (which is always released)

will begin at the end of this year. This will involve a

Special mention must go to the chocolate covered

complete refurbishment of La Solana and surrounding

marshmallows supplied by the chefs from Si - a nice

terrace, beginning with the kitchen.

touch enthusiastically devoured by the kids.

We look forward to inviting all residents and owners at

The catering staff were on fine form and helped make

La Manga Club to our new and much improved dining

for a great atmosphere at the football ground. Once

facilities in the New Year.

again we are grateful to LMC for their support.

La Solana will be open to all for both lunch and dinner,

Sometimes a little disappointment only makes eventual

more? Then please contact Ramon Serrano on 639 957 348

once of course the refurbishment is completed.

success all the sweeter - and this was certainly one

or e-mail fishingmurcia@hotmail.com You can also

We’ll let you know when that’s done.

of those occasions!

find them on Facebook - Fishingmurcia

of 2015. Contracts were exchanged in July and
completed in October this year.

You can sail around the nature reserves of Tabarca
Island, Hormigas Islands and Grosa Island, or if you
prefer, you can just go and see the dolphins.
They offer Spanish food, snacks, water and soft drinks
to their customers, as well as all the fishing equipment
you’ll ever need for an unforgettable day. Like to know

Christmas is coming, so what’s happening

at the club?
Flute Bar
continues to
entertain

La Finca
Restaurant’s
manageris
also their
Sommelier
Rohan Day, the manager of La Finca restaurant has been
there for many years. He prides himself in delivering an
exemplary service to all his customers, and is a familiar

s

face at the Club. Rohan also has a wonderful knowledge
of wines and has built his wine cellar with product not
only from Spain, but many new world wines that are
winning medals frequently. He researches trends and
tests new wines frequently. Between head chefs John and

Flutes first golf society in October was a great success.

Brian they work tirelessly on menu content to keep them

The November one is on Tuesday 24/11 at Serena Golf,

fresh and La Finca standards high.

Los Alcazares with 34 golfers taking part. The price is 40

The following is their Christmas day menu, should you

euros per golfer which includes a buggy, as well as prizes

wish to go there over the festive period, we strongly

for longest drive, nearest the pin and one closest to the

recommend you booking ahead.

water, yes they try and make their events fun!

A warm welcome awaits you this Christmas with their
A FREE buffet will be served in Flutes after the golf. So

open log fire and choice of arrival drinks to include

please call Choppa on 968 175 272 to book your place.

sparkling cava and winter mulls.

They also ran a football trip to watch Spain vs England

Their chefs will be serving a small canapé’ of, ‘Roast Pork

on the 13th in Alicante, it departed from Flutes at 11am
on a luxury coach to Benidorm and everyone stayed
overnight in a luxury hotel. It included coach transfers to
and from the game and a match ticket.
It was a great success. Shame about the score!
Another huge night for Flutes was the switching on of the
Christmas lights on the 18th, incidentally, this is the first
time ever the General Community has had them. They even
organised actor Dennis Waterman to throw the switch.
Mince pies, canapes and mulled wine were served on what
turned into a fun filled festive occasion, with more people
outside than in, it could have been summer!

and Apple Sauce’ inside a homemade mini bap roll, and of

Why not test
yourself this
Christmas!
Christmas Eve at Si Bar will see a festive quiz night, so

course there’ll be crackling.
The starters are Regalito de Salmón Ahumado y Langostinos, finds a
neatly wrapped present of smoked salmon holding prawns
bound in traditional Marie-Rose dressing.
Baked Brie wrapped in filo pastry, rose petal preserve,
small leaf salad and cranberry syrup

please remember to not start drinking until you arrive! They

Sliced Duck Breast marinated in Christmas spices on an

are also celebrating New Years Eve and have DJ Kenny K

orange and pine nut salad

playing your favourite tunes, but please book early to avoid

Their mains are -

any disappointment.

Two of LMC’s
agents to cut
their rates
Two of La Manga Club’s oldest and best known real estate
agents, Marena Murray and Prestige Real Estates are
offering any purchaser buying from them in the month of

The traditional Roast Turkey has all the Christmas favourites,
sage and onion seasoning, Pigs in Blankets, both Cranberry
and Bread Sauces along with Good Roast Gravy.
Roast Sirloin of Beef, accompanied by Batter Puddings
and rich pan gravy.
Fillet of Salmon, pan-seared then baked to serve on Roast
Asparagus Spears and Cherry Tomatoes. Béarnaise sauce
finishes the plate.
Finally Desserts Christmas pudding, doused with lashings of Brandy Custard.

December, a very special deal. They have said they will cut

Festive winter Berry Mess with Blackcurrant Liqueur.

their commission in half for vendors and offer 6 months free

Warm chocolate fondant on a luxurious cinnamon

management to purchasers, as a fun-filled festive gesture!

crème anglaise.
Selection of Cheeses with fresh fruit, savouries, crackers
and homemade chutney.
Followed by tea, coffee and warm homemade mince pies.
Adults 65 Euros. Children 30 Euros.
Call extension 2228 or bookings@lafinca-restaurant.eu

What’s available at LMC SL’s restaurants

this festive season?
By Javier Olivan, Food and Beverage Director
May approached, and something on Facebook reminded
Christmas Eve (Thursday 24th December)

Italian New Year’s Eve (31st December)

Yuletide dinner in the Amapola Restaurant at 8pm.

Luigi’s Restaurant at 8pm, Adults €120 - Children aged

Adults €98 - Children aged 12 or under €49. This

includes a selection of wines and soft drinks. Dress code
for Gentlemen, Jacket & tie - Ladies, Cocktail dress.
Accommodation in the Hotel, €139

So, I entered. In October I discovered I was successful

cava, beer and soft drinks. With accommodation in

One of the 50,000! I had been accepted.

hotel €165

Oriental Magic
Asia Restaurant at 8pm Adults €80, this includes a

Lunch in the Amapola Restaurant at 1.30pm-4pm.

selection of wines, beer and soft drinks, with

for all the family* Adults €90 - Children aged 12 or

under €45 this includes a selection of wines and soft
drinks. Dress code smart casual

heart. The first, Macmillan Cancer Support, as I want to

The Piano Lounge Bar, from 12:15am - Free of charge.
(over 18’s only)

New Year’s Day Buffet Lunch

done amazing work for my family over the last 9

Amapola Restaurant from 1.30 to 4pm - Adults €45

months, and I want to run for them. It’s my way of

We’ll look after the children with a special New Year’s
buffet for aged 12 or under with supervised fun, clowns
and surprises galore. €49

I was hoping to have company, my boss Marena
Murray. Unfortunately she was unsuccessful with the
entry to the London Marathon, however she did get in
the Paris one, two weeks prior to London. Despite a

traditional festive fare all ready for you to enjoy in the

long term knee injury, Marena is determined to
complete the Marathon in order to raise money for

It is obligatory to book events when staying with us

those who make a difference every day. She too will be

during the dates indicated. Minimum stay required of 3

running for Macmillan Cancer Support.
We have supported Macmillan before, with the help of

Single supplement €30 - Prices per person. Please ask

local businesses here at the Club. In fact this

about accommodation prices for Las Lomas Village.

September we had a very successful Coffee Morning.

Dinner in the Grand Ballroom at the hotel, 8pm.

premium brands. Dress code strictly black tie.

saying thank you.

company of friends. Hotel or Las Lomas guests only.

nights when booking New Year’s Eve at the Hotel.

dinner, reserve wines, champagne and an open bar with

support Peterborough and Stamford NHS Foundation
Trust, Breast Care Unit. Both of these charities have

At the Deli-Café you can order a tempting choice of

This includes a cocktail reception, 6 course gourmet

ensure their work continues for years to come, helping
families in need, like mine this year. The second will

Friday 1st January

Christmas at home?

the hotel €290. Dinner only €249 (over 12 years only)

I will be completing the 26.2 miles around London in

New Year’s Party

Children aged 12 or under €23.

Spectacular live musical show and accommodation at

any kind of long distance? Nope. Am I going to finish
the Marathon? Absolutely!

order to raise money for two charities very close to my

Includes cava

Great New Year’s eve Gala event.

Had I ran a marathon before? Of course not. Had I ran

accommodation in the hotel €120

*Supervised entertainment and fun for children while
parents enjoy desserts and coffee.

marathon now had a new meaning, not just to achieve
my goal, but the opportunity to run with real purpose.

12 or under €60. This includes a selection of wines,

Christmas Day (Friday 25th December)

A festive buffet lunch with a visit from Santa and fun

me the ballot was about to open. Entering the

What were
your 2015
New Year’s
resolutions?

With many local businesses baking cakes, La Barra,
Beauty Chambers, Chill, First Drop, Last Drop, La Finca,
Flutes, Honeys, Indulge, Resort Management, Si Bar,
Villa Management and us here at Marena Murray.
In fact when the Coffee morning ended, we grabbed
buggies and sold what was left to the golfers out on
the courses. So it really was a team effort! So a big
thank you to everyone who donated on the day, we
raised some 1250.
Any donations for our Marathon’s will be very much

Earlier this year, I wrote down a list of 10 goals I wanted

appreciated. We have donation pages online which can

to achieve. One was to enter the London Marathon in

be found through the links below -

2016. I knew the ballot entry opened in May 2015, and

https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/charliehingston1

there would be 250,000 applicants, though only 50,000

https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/charliehingston2

would be accepted. How easy would this be? Enter, be
unsuccessful, but goal achieved! Easter arrived, then we

https://www.just giving.com/Marena-Murray/

received the devastating news that my mum had been

You can also give in person, simply by popping into

diagnosed with breast cancer. As you can imagine, my

Marena Murray’s office located in Las Sabinas.

10 aims were no longer relevant, at this point my world

We look forward to seeing you.

had just been turned upside down.

Charlie Hingston, Marena Murray

Are you paying a ‘Floor clause’ on your

Mortgage?
By Angel Morenilla, Partner MSB

You may have heard about ‘Floor clauses’ (Clausulas

but remarks that in the process of negotiation there

suelo) on your Spanish Mortgage.

is no general rule, as it will depend on the position

Or more worrying, maybe you haven’t and you are

of the customer.

paying for one!

BMN is developing an active policy of customer

This clause is designed to increase the interest rate

service individually, one that adapts to the needs

on variable-rate mortgage loans.

and requirements of each of them.

The following is an example of a ‘Floor clause’ that

However, are the ‘Floor clauses’ on the current

will make it easy to understand. Let’s say the

mortgage is €150,000- payable over 20 years. It

mortgages in Spain legal? In principal, they aren’t.
Although the European Commission has not said

would have been signed originally at Euribor +1%.

otherwise in its report. What the Supreme Court

Given the Euribor in September 2015 closed at a

(TS), in its judgment of 9 May 2013, has ruled, is

0.154%, the interest rate payable would be 1.154%.

that they will consider ‘Floor clauses’ abusive that

If it has a ‘Floor clause’ of (say) 3%, the monthly

don’t meet certain requirements, mainly

amount payable would be €832. With no ‘Floor

transparency. In any case, around 90% of court

Did El Bistro
set a Coffee
morning record?
El Bistro was well and truly put on Macmillan’s Largest
Coffee Morning map this year, when on Friday the 25th
September, one of the many coffee mornings taking place
throughout the world was hosted in Bellaluz. With all

clause’, the monthly cost would be €700. The

difference being €132 a month, 1.584% a year.

cases presented by people, end up with favourable
judgment. Especially as it’s appreciated the gross

Unfortunately many of us have been touched by cancer

Quite a difference I’m sure you would agree!

unfairness of the clause.

one way or another and every little grain of sand helps, or

So as a result of the above, can I ask the bank to
remove the ‘Floor clause’ from my mortgage now?
Yes you can, but not because of the European
Community report, which is not binding. We can
however expect a legislative change in Spain,
which will take place once the Court of Justice of
the European Community fail the current case.
We believe this will happen in late 2016.

donation proceeds destined to this fantastic cause.

in this instant, every cup-cake!
With the help of some fabulous lady owners, led by Gill
Schofield, preparations began on the Wednesday, when
the cakes started to get baked. On Thursday, they were
iced and the bunting went up. Friday saw the balloons in
the theme colours of green and purple inflated and thrown
into the emblematic Bellaluz fountain to set the scene and
start the party.
Before people turned up, home crafted purple aprons were

As we previously mentioned, there are banks that
are currently removing the ‘Floor clauses’, but they
are not returning the overpayments.
The ‘Floor clause’ will soon be a thing of the past.
A request was made last week by the European
Commission to the European Court of Justice, which
recognizes the right to compensation, retroactively
to consumers affected by it.
This request is against the judgment of the Spanish
Supreme Court, which recognized the refund is only
on the interest overcharged since May 2013.
Subsequently a decision was taken by La Caixa
bank and Bankia to remove this clause on all of
their mortgages. Banco Popular, Sabadell, Banco
Mare Nostrum (BMN), Liberbank, Ibercaja and

donned by the Bistro staff and Gill’s girls, and a fantastic
selection of homemade cakes was laid out on a top table.
Coffee was slow due to the sheer volume of attendees,

My personal advice is, if you are still paying

but hopefully everyone got their order eventually! During

interest subject to ‘Floor clauses’, you need to

the coffee morning a raffle was held and a ‘guess how

request in writing from your bank, to remove those

many spots on the cake’ competition took place, all

clauses with immediate effect. We believe then

contributing to the final total.

your bank will listen to you, especially in view of

Thanks to the amazing turnout of owners from many

the recent report issued by the EU.

communities and visitors alike, 1205 Euros in donations in
less than two hours was the final result!
A big thank you is in order to the many owners who
attended and gave so generously, to those who could not
make it but donated anyway, and to the El Bistro suppliers
and those Bellaluz outlets that donated and gave us their
wholehearted support.

Unicaja still have mortgage portfolios with the

And finally an extremely big thank-you to Macmillan for

clause. They have however, all expressed their

staging events like this and endlessly helping people

willingness to discuss individual cases and reach

through some of the worst times of their lives with civility,

agreements with their affected customers.

kindness and understanding. So, gracias Macmillan, El

A spokesman for the Popular Bank says they will sit
down to negotiate with customers who request it,

Bistro is proud to be on your map.
Carolina Betés, Partner El Bistro

We had fun filled days, which included several new events on

Sport Pink weekend
In aid of ‘Breast Cancer Now’
By Caroline Douglass

And of course raised a lot of money for the charity
‘Breast Cancer Now,’ the motivation behind Sport Pink.
Friday morning dawned, with a heavy dew, and the first
sight of ghostly figures decorating the Cricket Pitches
with Pink balloons and banners, kicked off what
promised to be a wonderful weekend.

not to drive our buggies into the trees or bunkers as we
found our way round in the total darkness, so we stuck to
the buggy paths. As soon as it was light enough, Wilma
& Breega took their positions in the starters huts, and the
Teams set off!

This year’s fun
events raised a
record amount
of money!

In addition to the outrageously Pink outfits worn by many
golfers, there were some very original decorations on
some of the buggies.
On the 16th (North Course) Laurence and Kevin were the
Pros we had to beat! (Not a chance in our teams case)
After the golf finished, there were some wonderful

For the first time Sport Pink introduced 6-a-side Cricket to the

refreshments, all donated. Served with a smile (and a

agenda, and what a success it proved to be! Most players

rattle of the bucket).

donned something pink, and then the matches began.
But if you still hadn’t had enough golf, there was a

Breast Cancer Now helps an awful lot of people that

The winning team’s age range was 11 to over 70!

chance to win the longest drive competition, held at the

are in a place that no-one should ever be in.

The food kept coming, bacon butties first thing, then

Leadbetter Academy, or indeed the Putting competition.

Our Sport Pink Weekend simply raises money for them.

burgers and hot dogs throughout the day. Delicious!

Ken Olerenshaw, who set up the putting course, put a lot

The money made from these events goes a long way to

of thought into it, because it was devilishly difficult!!

help change the lives of many people that have to deal

Congratulations to the winners, who were presented

Raffle tickets, caps, ball markers and pins were available

with this awful disease. This year, thanks to the

That winning team was Martin Jones, Stuart

for sale throughout the weekend. The volunteers who

generosity of our sponsors, the tireless work of our

Greenwood, Gerald Jones, Theo Rumistrzewicz, Greg

worked tirelessly without question or complaint were the

Clark and Grace Foy.

real stars. The more they sold, the more money was

competitors, has combined to raise some €20,113,15, a

raised for the charity, and boy did they sell! After a short

record for our charity. We thank you all so very much.

siesta, the gala dinner and prizegiving took place in the

If any of you would like to buy a picture as a momento of

with the new Pink Ribbon Trophies!

On Saturday we moved our balloons to the Tennis Centre.
They were everywhere!

hotel ballroom.

Another new sport added to the weekend was Bowls.

volunteers and the enthusiastic participation of all of our

the day, please click the link below, all the money raised
will go to the Charity! www.bit.ly/sportpinklmc

The Bowling green became very Pink. And there seemed
The Sport Pink Team

to be some serious competition going on. However, for

Who are Breast
Cancer Now?

the novices amongst us, there was a Target Bowls
competition going on, something that became quite
addictive to some... You know who you are!
The winning team were Robin Lowman, Marion Fisher
and Ray Linsky. And the winner of the Target Bowls was

This year, over 50,000 women will be told they have the

Sandra Robertson.

disease – that’s one woman every 10 minutes.
By 2030, the numbers diagnosed each year will have

The Mixed doubles Tennis Tournament was held at the
same time, Nearly all of the players were in Pink.
However a couple turned up with tops that were most
definitely the wrong colour. Pink ‘T ‘shirts were donated

Our thanks go to La Manga Club SL, because although

the cost of the dinner was €50 per person, €20 of that
was donated to the charity. So they actually did it for

by James Rose, and they were purchased at great

€30, which included wine and a welcome drink.

expense by the guilty pair!

Dinner was delicious, as indeed was the wine!

All proceeds going to the Charity of course!

The auction, raffle draw, and the prize giving followed,

After the finals were played, Paella was served, and then

and winning Golf Team was Stuart Greenwood, Linda

the prize giving was held, for both Bowls and Tennis.

Luff, Dennis and Pam Waterman.

The winning Tennis team was Jordan and Jane Reed Thomas.

The Longest drive winners were Penny Elliott and Daniel

reached more than 57,000.
Building on the legacies, strengths and advances made by
Breakthrough Breast Cancer and Breast Cancer Campaign,
they have identified the steps to take next.
Their research is focused on four critical areas, prevention,
early detection and diagnosis, treatments and secondary
breast cancer.
By 2050 they believe no one will die from breast cancer.

Challinor. The winners of the Putting contest were Jackie

This Charity isn’t just helping British women, it’s helping

Sunday arrived. We were however at the golf course

Harvey and Lee Laver. This was followed by music to

breast cancer sufferers the world over, and one of the

long before sunrise with our balloons! We tried our best

dance to by the Beagles so a great night was had by all!

many reasons ‘Sport Pink’ supports them.

LMC committed to energy efficiency by saving

up to 81% on lighting

TheClaretskick
off the 2015
season at LMC

By José Asenjo, CEO LMC SL

This summer, we have undertaken an ambitious project
to replace most of the lighting system around the resort.
The savings represents some 81%! This is the equivalent
effect of planting more than 50,000 new trees.
This year, the traditional lighting in the Príncipe Felipe
Hotel, the apartments in Las Lomas Village and all our
restaurants have been replaced with new low-energy
LED technology.
To carry out this ambitious project, we contracted AOM

We’ve won
best Golf Hotel
in Spain for two
years running!

Development and Consulting SL, who specialise in large

Burnley FC, currently flying high in the Football League
Championship in England, were the first team to visit our
resort this season. During their stay they made good use
of the football facilities and also took advantage of the
golf course, spa and gym.
After a very busy month in July, when national and

building energy efficiency. They have already completed

international football teams visited the resort, we had a

important energy efficiency projects from several

quiet August and September. Now the 2015 - 2016

buildings belonging to the permanent representation of

football season has well and truly started with a visit

Spain to the European Union in Brussels.

from Burnley FC. Last year Burnley played in the Premier

Over a four week period 8,862 lights were replaced, it’s

league and are now fighting for promotion as one of the

the biggest project of its kind in Murcia and one of the

top teams in the championship. They are known by their

largest in Spain. With this we have reduced our carbon

many supporters as ‘The Clarets’.

footprint to 307.11 T CO2e annually. This reduction has

This was the first time that Burnley had visited the

the equivalent effect of planting 51,184 trees, more than

resort. During their stay they were able to use not only

double the amount of trees in Central Park, New York.

the football facilities, but they also played golf on the
North, South and West courses.

Some of the main advantages of using LED lighting (Light
Emitting Diode) is the high energy efficiency, and

The players also enjoyed some down time in Spa La

outstanding operational life time expectation of up to 10

Manga Club after using the recently renovated gym.
We have eight, FIFA size, natural grass football pitches

years. These bulbs consume 5W in respect to the 50W of
the old traditional bulbs. After this investment, the resort
has achieved an average saving of 81% on lighting.

La Manga Club continues to set the standard for golf

along with all the necessary facilities for training great

resorts across Spain. After winning one of the leading

football teams and hosting high-level competitions.

accolades at the World Golf Awards for the second year
in a row. The Principe Felipe once again beat off
competition from 17 other venues across Spain and her
islands, to be named ‘Spain’s Best Golf Hotel’ at a lavish
awards ceremony in Quinta do Lago, Portugal.
The famous South Course, five-time host of the Spanish
Open, was also shortlisted for ‘Spain’s Best Golf Course’.
It featured leading golf industry figures from around the

Burnley FC now join the growing list of big name
European football teams like Borussia Dortmund,
FC Barcelona and Benfica who have trained at our Club.

First of the new
signs is now up

world, including guest of honour Peter Alliss, and
successful Ryder Cup captain Bernard Gallacher, who
won the ‘Lifetime Achievement’ award.
Which is not only good for us, it’s great for the planet!
Pedro Garcia-Llamas, project manager says ‘La Manga
Club is recognised as one of the top resorts in Europe,
this is something that could not have been achieved
without a high commitment to the quality of the service
and facilities. For AOM, it’s a privilege to have their
confidence in us.

You may remember, in the last magazine we said were
were implementing a new zonal and signage system to

We believe that the project carried out fits the criteria

the Club. Well we are pleased to announce the first sign

their customers expect in terms of energy efficiency’.

is now in place. The rest will now follow swiftly.

A great way to stay fit and healthy is

Nordic Walking

Doctor Spencer
is truly first class
Tony Kelley, President Las Palmiras
Recently one evening, we had cause to use, at short
notice, the medical services of our brand new

By The Health Team

Dr. Spencer. He saw my granddaughter (staying
with us) at short notice, as a result of her needing
some special medicine recommended to us by her
Cystic Fibrosis nurse in the UK.

In this article we have asked Claire Wharton, who is a
qualified Instructor, to tell us about the health benefits

My granddaughter is a sufferer of CF and when the

of the ‘new kid on the block,’ Nordic Walking.

results of some recent tests came through, it
required her to start taking a special antibiotic as

When my family and I decided to climb off the UK

soon as possible. On receiving this news, we

hamster wheel, and improve our life by moving to La

contacted the Medical Centre (at around 6.30pm).

Manga Club, we were determined to take advantage of

We then went to see Dr. Spencer in the surgery and

the endless days of fine sunny weather by embracing

shortly after to pick up the specified antibiotic from

the outdoor life. I have been involved with exercising my

the Pharmacy in Bellaluz. All this took around 30

whole life, so when I was first introduced to Nordic

minutes. An amazing service from all those

Walking, on a Blackpool beach with a cold west wind

involved. Dr Spencer was great, knowledgeable,

blowing in the snow, I could think of nothing better than

very pleasant and so efficient. A real pleasure to

taking this sport with me to the warmer climes of Spain.

deal with even though the reason for the need to do
so was not so pleasant.
Well done to the La Manga Club Health team and a
very big thank you.
The poles also provide stability and balance, increasing
self confidence and enabling you to walk for longer,
without feeling the effort. Exercising outdoors in lovely
weather also tends to raise our spirits, makes us feel
more alive and more inclined to keep our bodies active.

Do you have
Dedos Verdes?

Nordic Walking is a great way to get your whole body
moving, whether you are a beginner, regular exerciser or
If you’re looking for a new way of keeping fit and

an athlete. So why not give it a try?

healthy whilst enjoying the fresh air and lovely scenery

Health benefits at a glance

around La Manga Club then I thoroughly recommend it!

Weight control/loss Burns up to 46% more calories than

Nordic Walking is an enhancement of ordinary walking

walking without poles or moderate jogging

and the good news is, that in terms of burning calories,

Uses 90% of skeletal muscles helping to eliminate back,

it makes something we learn to do as babies, twice as

shoulder and neck pain

effective! The sport has its origins in early 20th century
Finland when the first version was invented as a way of
keeping skiers fit during the summer months. It has
since developed into a modern sport using wrist straps
and rubber-tipped poles and enjoyed around the world.
The beauty of it is, people of all ages and fitness levels

Encourages a more upright posture
Low impact on hip, knee and foot joints
Increases the production of ‘positive’ hormones,

Okay, for those of you who haven’t mastered

reducing stress and lifts spirits

Spanish yet, that means Green fingers!

Improves the condition of the heart and lungs

There are many garden centres in the area to chose

can participate. The sport is fun, sociable and stress
free. Unlike in ordinary walking, the upper body muscles
are engaged by using the poles in a pulling motion, to
provide a low-impact full body workout.

Helps to ward off the following conditions -

from, but few have the choice that Adela Sanchez
have in their Jardineria close to St Javier airport.

Heart disease & strokes

Just off the AP-7.

High Blood Pressure

They are also very good value for money and can

Diabetes (type 2)

deliver and plant whatever you choose to buy. They
are both reliable and trustworthy.

Bowel Cancer
José Sanchez started the business some 20 years
Osteoporosis and osteoarthritis

ago and named it after his daughter Adela. He is

Depression and anxiety

also a local politician, so a good man to know if you

Obesity

have any questions about our area!
If you’d like to know more, then call them on

To arrange an introductory session please call me on
634 349 634 or e-mail claire.wharton26@gmail.com

º968 190 287 or visit their website in a choice of four
languages www.adelasanchezjardineria.com

2015 will be remembered as a great

YearatLaMangaClub
By José Asenjo, CEO LMC SL

3,000 euros,
1000 kilos of
food and 200
presents.Wow!
The 16th annual 5 kilo Golf Tournament and lunch was
held this year at Restaurant Maribel. Despite the

It has been two years since I arrived at La Manga Club

This year, La Manga Club has continued to receive

non-stop rain which cancelled the golf, 130 people

and from day one, It felt like I was with family. The hard

awards and recognition. We were named as one of the

attended the lunch and had a great time.

work and many hours put in behind the scenes are very

best resorts in Spain in the book 'Outstanding Resorts in

satisfying when you finally see the results.

Spain' published by the prestigious IESE business school.

We raised over €3000 and 1000 kilos of food. This event

2015 has been very positive with regards to achieving

That was presented to us in Madrid on 5th November.

supports El Buen Samaritano charity which feeds over

our goals here.

We are also hoping to retain the award for ‘Best Golf

500 of the poorest people in Cartagena.

First and foremost, La Manga Club has officially come

Resort Spain’ voted for by the readers of Today’s Golfer

Every euro of the money we raise, goes directly to the

for the fifth consecutive year.

charity, by buying food every two weeks for the food

All of this is building LMC back in to being a top

bank, and presents for 200 children at Christmas.

out of bankruptcy after many difficult years.
This now allows us to face the future stronger and with
far more certainty.

destination resort. Further proof of this can be seen in the
increased occupation since 2014. More significant signs

The new management team here at the Club has been

A big thank you to all those who support the El Buen
Samaritano charity.

can also be seen in the new real estate developments

completed with the latest additions of Adrian Padina,

like Las Acacias, Los Geranios and Buganvillas which all

Operations Manager, Brendan Dwyer, Commercial and

have excellent sales expectations.

Marketing Manager and Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf.
Their professionalism and experience will provide
everything needed to keep LMC on track in becoming one

Have you paid
your taxes?
Amanda Schofield, Independent Consultants

of the most important residential, leisure and sports
resorts in Europe.

As 2015 draws to a close and we look forward to the

For the second consecutive year, we have generated an

Christmas and New Year celebrations, we have to

operating profit, this was due to good management of

remember that the tax year in Spain, which runs a year in

costs and revenues. Another factor has been

arrears, also comes to a close for 2014 on the 31st

repositioning the company to adapt to new market trends

December 2015.

and products. Always offering customer service and

This is the last day that non-residents who have a

unique experiences under integrated management.

second home here in Spain, must submit there nonresidents tax declaration.

With regards to Golf, we have made improvements and
changes in the presentation of the courses, including

The Spanish tax department will charge you an imputed

types of cut, the overall look as well as new signs and

tax if you have a second home in Spain that is not your

markings on some of the courses. Looking ahead to next

primary residence. They believe that you must make an

season, the incorporation of new machinery will enable

income on the rental of your property, so therefore

us to further improve their quality. Also, the expansion of

charge you a basic tax for this.

the buggy fleet will allow us to better serve our
The tax rate is calculated on the valor catastral figure

customers and members.
New Rules and Regulations for Golf and Tennis have
been implemented to help benefit everyone.

Last but not least, I would like to emphasise the harmony
between La Manga Club and the General Community.

stated on your rates/IBI receipt, that’s paid yearly to the
local town hall. The valor catastral is used to calculate

Thanks to this, we have been able to continue working

the base rate for your property and then you are taxed

All these improvements are already beginning to show

with mutual support and co-operation to achieve the

24.75% on this rate.

results, as you are aware, the West Course is now on the

objectives we set ourselves as members of the

Each owner listed on an escritura/property deed, must

list of ‘Golf World’s Top 100 courses in Europe’.

community throughout the year.

make a declaration and this tax is compulsory. As with

By the end of the year we hope to improve the rankings

Amongst others, I would highlight the success of the

any tax demand, the tax department can go back 4 years

of all three courses on the most important list, the ‘Top

second Alda Foundation Summer Gala, Fireworks night

investigating unpaid tax from an owner. Plus interest and

100 Golf Courses of the World’.

and the Owners Championships.

late payment fees if this tax has not been paid.

In the last quarter of the year, we began renovating our

In 2016 we intend to continue providing the best service

So before you put up your Christmas decorations and

facilities. The Gym, Tennis Centre and Spa were the first.

and experience to all our customers and owners. We will

crack open a bottle of Cava, just make sure your Spanish

We have also given the mens toilets in the Clubhouse a

continue to grow with the same enthusiasm that has got

tax affairs are all in order and that your non- residents

facelift and before the end of the year we will have

us this far. There will be new investments and interesting

tax declaration is prepared, submitted and paid before

renovated the corridors in the hotel.

projects that we promise to keep you informed of.

the end of the year.

Two years is a long time in politics, and so is

writing this magazine!
By Geoff Wood, Communications

So what has your team acheived in that time?
In February 2014, I was asked by the then newly elected
General Community President Robin Fish, if I would head
up his Communications team. It was something I couldn’t
turn down. I had been visiting the Club since the
mid-eighties, and knew many people, so felt reasonably
qualified. I had also spent the previous 20 years running a
successful Advertising Agency in London, England, so I
understood communications!
I was asked to form a team. I did that, and drew on the
experience of people from various walks of life here at the
Club. Robin joined as a President, Sylvia Ingham
represented business owners, Albert Barra was the
Marketing Director of LMC SL (later replaced by José
Asenjo CEO LMC SL) and Nicky Jones who already hosted
and operated the website. My team was complete.
The larger part of the role of communications are the
GC Magazine and the Website, which is the only current
way we have of communicating with our owners.
First of all we re-designed the website, to give it a more
modern look. We then set about producing an online
magazine. Doing this saved owners a considerable
amount of money on postage and print. A few Presidents
felt losing a hard copy was a shame, so we introduced
two printed versions a year. We made them available
from the GC offices to save on the cost of postage.
In all we have produced 11 (online) in less than two years,
which is 6 a year instead of 2, this way the news has
been delivered to you quicker, and is far more up-to-date.
The Website and the magazine - One of the reasons
for introducing listings for businesses, was to make it
easy for owners to book or browse before they arrive.
The other was to make it cheaper for our businesses by
dropping advertising space and the costs associated with
that. Advertising often only benefited those that could
afford it. And most of the revenue raised from that went
back toward postage and production.
We also believed the magazine should carry more newsy
type stories from people at the club, as well as from LMC
SL, who we were trying to forge closer links with.
Online media is also far more in line with the 21st century.
The General Community Online Magazine carries stories
from both owners, on-site businesses and LMC SL. We
wanted to move away from a ‘them and us’ situation, we
believe as José Asenjo has previously said, that this has
now been achieved. We often have stories supplied by
Idoia Carrillo (PR) and Mari-Carmen Evangelista (Marketing)
who puts it together and helps distribute it for us.

Just when we
thought we
had licked the
Palm Beetle...

Mari-Carmen then sends it to Sandra Oliver at MSB
where it is then distributed to all the Club administrators or
Presidents. It is also posted on the website.

...Along comes the Pine Beetle! Tomicus Piniperda is a

Another thing we did was to only offer listings to
businesses that were on-site, or for off-site businesses
that didn’t compete. La Manga Club would not be the
resort it is, if it didn’t have the range of businesses it does
and of course, all year around.

in the trunks of trees, preventing sap flow, eventually

Off-site businesses do not pay the community fees that
on-site businesses do, so we felt they had an unfair
advantage, and addressed that.
We have no issues with off-site businesses, we just
wanted to create a level playing field.

coleopteran insect, a beetle in the adult form that is
commonly known as Barrenillo. The larvae form galleries
causing death to the them. It affects different species of
Genus Pinus, not only young plants from reforestation,
but also mature trees weakened as a result of drought.
Therefore, this species is considered a pest of most
pine forests.
The evolution of this plague has been very fast in the last
year, for example the Valencia region has counted more
than a million and a half affected trees, causing forests
to be razed by 80 or 90% like the Pinar de Redován and
Sierra de Orihuela.

I can also tell you all that no member of my team has ever
been paid, we have all worked for the community
completely free-of-charge. All the stories in the magazine
have been written by businesses, owners, LMC SL or by
us, anyone who pays community fees has always been
able to send us a story, and it has always been published.
As does all the work that goes into hosting and running
the website.

This situation is alarming, as already for many areas it’s
already too late to even alleviate the symptoms. This
problem is being fought on two fronts, to detect, cut and
destroy all the infected trees (those in which the Tomicus
are already in) or install chemical traps that attract the
beetle out of the pines.
If you are concerned and think you see them, we

The new Club Zones - We were also tasked with finding
a solution to our club signage. The current system was
both scruffy and difficult to read from a moving car. We
introduced zones (zonas) that encompassed communities,
this allowed us to make the signs much less cluttered,
brought in a new font to foster uniformity and coloured the
zones making it much easier to find a community.
We concluded there was nothing wrong with the existing
tombstones, just the vast amount that was on them, which
in turn made it very difficult to read. A signage group was
then formed, made up from stoics of the Club. As I
mentioned in the last magazine, those people were Robin
Fish, Dennis French, Bernard Cahill, Pascual Sanchez and
myself. Again, all this is done on a voluntary basis.
We have also teamed up with the Business Association,
currently run by Amanda Thatcher with help from Marena
Murray, and will help manage their existing map and signs
to put the new zones in. No point in having two!
This will be sponsored by our new security company and
be made available at security checkpoints, as well as any
business in the association. This is currently in production.
Finally I shall be stepping down when Robin does, so my
last magazine will be published in January, I am still in
my 50’s and wanted to spend more time relaxing!
I wish whomsoever takes the reins, much success, I will
always be happy to help anyone at La Manga Club. As
I’m sure would any of my team.

recommend you contact the Department of Environment
of Cartagena and the General Management of the
Environment in the region of Murcia, to get advice on
what could affect the complex and the surrounding
mountains. They will respond with all the means at their
disposal and report on any damage they find.
I am at your disposal should you have any concerns
about the trees at the Club. And will always try and help
save one of the main attractions in this area.
José Maria Litarte Maestre, 656 614 791

The Owners Championship this year, was bathed

in glorious sunshine

Consequently only one golfer was able to aggregate
more than their handicap over the three rounds. That
didn’t make the competition any less exciting however.
Nearly all divisions were nip and tuck until the final
holes of the final round. The winners are all to be
congratulated on their skill, concentration and, given all
the other social activities available, stamina.

By David Williams, Golf team

If the success of an event can be measured by the smiles

The week seems to get more intensive every year. Just

on the faces of those involved, then the Owners Golf

consider the itinerary for the seven days.

Championships must have gone pretty well.

Saturday - Firework Party
All the trophy winners are shown in the table, but special
Sunday - Players gathering

mention must be made of Christine Golightly who won

Monday - Divisional golf 1st Round

the Overall ladies Trophy with a stunning score of 122
points, 24 ahead of her nearest challenger in her division

Tuesday - Divisional golf 1st Round, Blevins Franks

and 19 ahead of the next lady overall. Her handicap cut

presentation

must have one of the biggest ever in the history of the

Wednesday - Divisional golf 2nd Round, Trick Shot

Owners Championship.

Display, Christmas Lights Switch On
Thursday - Divisional golf 2nd Round, Owners Clubhouse
Over 260 golfers and their partners together with
sponsors and supporters of the championships filled the
ballroom at the Hotel Principe Felipe to enjoy an evening

Gathering for Final Round Tee Times / Pairs Plate
Partners
Friday - Final Round, Gala Dinner and Prize Giving

of food, wine, music, dancing and celebration at the end
of a gruelling week of competitive golf. It is testament to
the staying power of La Manga owners that many were
still on the dancefloor way after midnight at the end of
an evening when the pace never slackened. 56 prizes
were awarded - each greeted enthusiastically by the
appreciative audience.

Talking of staying power, Gerald Turner from Blevins
Franks put in two good shifts of 5 hours each over the
Monday and Tuesday handing out caps, balls and neatly
tied tees and pencils in their sponsors' goody bag. A nice
touch greatly appreciated by the golfers.
But what of the golf?
On the subject of impressive victories, Jane Powell won
the scratch trophy by a decisive 16 points from Division
One champion Jean Ibbotson.

Positive words from Jose Asenjo, CEO of La Manga Club
and Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf were well received
and underlined their commitment to the Championships

The weather conditions were absolutely perfect all week

The overall men’s champion was Andrew Patterson, who

which had been evident from their support for the

with warm sunshine and light winds. However, all three

finished strongly to overtake the early pacemaker Chris

Organising Group through the week.

courses were set up tough with punishing rough

Mustin. Philip Slater also produced a big finish to win

sometimes only a few inches from the fairway.

the Men’s Scratch prize.

The Owners Championship

results of the winners

STOP PRESS
One ex-Parrot
A former RAF pilot has been accused of the muder of a
Parrot on the South Course during the Championships on
Wednesday. Initially the suspect denied any
responsibility on the grounds that the parrot was found
in a bunker by a palm tree close to the 17th green whilst
he was teeing off on the 18th - a foolproof alibi one
would assume. However, once further evidence
emerged, (his ball was found in the same bunker as the
parrot), he changed his plea to manslaughter on the
grounds of golfing incompetence.
In his defence he is alleged to have said, ‘It was an
accident. Last week I couldn’t hit a cows backside with a
banjo. There’s no way I could have killed it on purpose.
That was the unluckiest parrot since the Norwegian Blue

The next owners event is the newly formatted Matchplay

that was was nailed to it’s perch by Michael Palin in

Tournament over the week commencing January 24th.

1969’. Mr Palin was unavailable for comment, but

Amongst the other prizes, for the first time this year

Details and the entry form are available on the website.

Dennis Waterman was overhead saying the ‘New Tricks’

vouchers were awarded for the best scores carded on

There are limited spaces so we recommend getting

team are now believed to be investigating an historic

each course that didn’t win a divisional prize, an

booked in early.

additional incentive to get out on the golf course for

case of animal cruelty. A Mr M Python is helping them
with their enquiries.

those who had started poorly.
The accused is out on bail and has been instructed to
report to the Leadbetter Academy every day until they
are satisfied he can return to the golf course safely.

Ladies Overall Champion - Christine Golightly
Mens Overall Champion - Andy Patterson
Ladies Scratch Champion - Jane Powell
Mens Scratch Champion - Phil Slater
Ladies Division 1 - Jean Ibbotson
Mens Division 1 - Chris Mustin
Prizewinners or not, it felt like everyone thoroughly
enjoyed the week.

Ladies Division 2 - Joy Van Barneveld
Mens Division 2 - Bennie Gaughran
Ladies Division 3 - Nicola Laderman
Mens Division 3 - Willem Van Barneveld
Pairs Champions - Jill & Gary Peters
Best Over 70’s score
Ladies - Jill Tait
Men - Dan Goodman

Need re-charging?
Ladies Overall champion Christine Golightly was the
lucky recipient of an unusual additional prize. As the
highest score in both the ladies and mens divisions she
won a free buggy battery change worth at least 1,000
euros from our newest sponsor, Bornay. All she has to do
now is buy a battery driven buggy !

The Pairs Plate for those who didn’t make the cut for the

Sick joke...

final round proved as popular as ever. The eventual

...A mysterious case of food poisoning that laid low a

Overall winners were Jill and Gary Peters with Mens,

number of competitors during the week has been tracked

Ladies and Mixed prizes going to Ian and Charlie Hunt,

down to some undercooked chicken.

Andrea Scholten and Christine Kuehme and Kate Mustin
and Gary Bates respectively.

Fowl play is suspected.

